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Accelerator Programming

What is an accelerator?
• Dedicated piece of hardware that performs specific functions faster than the CPU
– Graphics processing units : Nvidia Tesla, AMD Radeon, Intel HD Graphics
– Coprocessors : Intel Xeon Phi - Many Integrated Core (MIC) Architecture

Programming and Compiling for Intel Many Integrated Core Architecture

https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/programming-and-compiling-for-intel-many-integ
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Intel Xeon Phi Coprocessor
The Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor is connected to an Intel Xeon processor through a PCI
Express (PCIe) bus. Since the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor runs a Linux operating system, a
virtualized TCP/IP stack is implemented over the PCIe bus, allowing the user to access the
coprocessor as a network node. Thus, any user can connect to the coprocessor through a
secure shell and directly run individual jobs or submit batchjobs to it. The coprocessor also
supports heterogeneous applications wherein a part of the application executes on the host
while a part executes on the coprocessor.

Figure 1: Intel Xeon Phi ”Knights Corner”: Many Integrated Core (MIC) Architecture
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Intel Xeon Phi Coprocessor: Microarchitecture
The Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor is primarily composed of processing cores, caches, memory
controllers, PCIe client logic, and a very high bandwidth, bidirectional ring interconnect. Each
core comes complete with a private L2 cache that is kept fully coherent by a global-distributed
tag directory. The memory controllers and the PCIe client logic provide a direct interface to
the GDDR5 memory on the coprocessor and the PCIe bus, respectively. All these components
are connected together by the ring interconnect.

Figure 2: Microarchitecture
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Intel Xeon Phi Coprocessor: Core Design
Each core in the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor is designed to be power efficient while
providing a high throughput for highly parallel workloads. A closer look reveals that the
core uses a short in-order pipeline and is capable of supporting 4 threads in hardware. It is
estimated that the cost to support IA architecture legacy is a mere 2% of the area costs of
the core and is even less at a full chip or product level. Thus the cost of bringing the Intel
Architecture legacy capability to the market is very marginal

Figure 3: Intel Xeon Phi Coprocessor Core
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Intel Xeon Phi Coprocessor: VPU
An important component of the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors core is its vector processing
unit (VPU). The VPU features a novel 512-bit SIMD instruction set, officially known as Intel
Initial Many Core Instructions (Intel IMCI). Thus, the VPU can execute 16 single-precision
(SP) or 8 double-precision (DP) operations per cycle. The VPU also supports Fused MultiplyAdd (FMA) instructions and hence can execute 32 SP or 16 DP floating point operations per
cycle. It also provides support for integers.

Figure 4: Vector Processing Unit
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Intel Xeon Phi Coprocessor: Interconnect
The interconnect is implemented as a bidirectional ring. Each direction is comprised of
three independent rings. The first, largest, and most expensive of these is the data block
ring. The data block ring is 64 bytes wide to support the high bandwidth requirement due to
the large number of cores. The address ring is much smaller and is used to send read/write
commands and memory addresses. Finally, the smallest ring and the least expensive ring is
the acknowledgement ring, which sends flow control and coherence messages.

Figure 5: The Interconnect
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Intel Xeon Phi Coprocessor: DTD
When a core accesses its L2 cache and misses, an address request is sent on the address
ring to the tag directories. The memory addresses are uniformly distributed amongst the tag
directories on the ring to provide a smooth traffic characteristic on the ring. If the requested
data block is found in another cores L2 cache, a forwarding request is sent to that cores L2
over the address ring and the request block is subsequently forwarded on the data block ring.
If the requested data is not found in any caches, a memory address is sent from the tag
directory to the memory controller.

Figure 6: Distributed Tag Directories
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Intel Xeon Phi Coprocessor: IMA
The figure shows the distribution of the memory controllers on the bidirectional ring.
The memory controllers are symmetrically interleaved around the ring. There is an all-to-all
mapping from the tag directories to the memory controllers. The addresses are evenly
distributed across the memory controllers, thereby eliminating hotspots and providing a
uniform access pattern which is essential for a good bandwidth response.

Figure 7: Interleaved Memory Access
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Programming Models

There are different programming models for the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor.
• Native mode: A program is directly compiled into binary code for the MIC
• Offload mode: Directives are added to a code to offload computation onto the MIC
• Library mode: The code calls library functions that are optimized to run on the MIC
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Intel Compiler

The Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor requires the Intel Compiler to generate native and offload
programs.
To activate the Intel compiler on mephisto add the paths below to your .bashrc file.
source /share/apps/intel/bin/compilervars.sh intel64
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Native mode
The Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor supports standard OpenMP programs in native mode.
#include <iostream>
#include <omp.h>
using namespace std;
int main(int argc, char** argv)
{
omp_set_num_threads(60);
#pragma omp parallel
{
int id = omp_get_thread_num();
int num = omp_get_num_threads();
#pragma omp critical
cout << "id: " << id << " threads: " << num << endl;
}
}
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Building and Executing Native Programs

Native mode requires the Intel compiler to build the programs. The compiler flag -mmic
has to be passed to the Intel compiler to enable the native mode compilation.
icpc -O3 -mmic -openmp -o basic_native basic_native.cpp

The native programs have to be copied to the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor on compute
node ”compute-0-6” on the mephisto cluster.
ssh compute-0-6
cd PHI
scp basic_native mic0:

Then log into the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor with hostname ”mic0” on the compute node
”compute-0-6” and execute the program.
ssh mic0
./basic_native
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Offload mode
Offload mode uses compiler directives, #pragma offload ..., in addition to OpenMP
directives to specify target devices and data transfers.
#include<iostream>
using namespace std;
void vector_set(float *x, float a, int n)
{
#pragma offload target(mic) out(x:length(n))
#pragma omp parallel for
for(int i = 0; i < n; i++) x[i] = a;
}
int main(int argc, char** argv)
{
int n = 256 * 1024;
float *z = new float[n]();
vector_set(z, 2.0, n);

/* in/out/inout/nocopy */

bool good = true;
for(int i = 0; i < n; i++) if (z[i] != 2.0) good = false;
cout << "Check: " << (good ? "True" : "False") << ", z[0]: " << z[0] << endl;
return 0;
}
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Building and Executing Offload Programs

Offload mode requires the Intel compiler to build the programs. The compiler flag
-openmp has to be passed to the Intel compiler to enable the offload mode compilation as an
extension of OpenMP.
icpc -O3 -openmp -o basic_offload basic_offload.cpp

The offload programs have to be executed on compute node ”compute-0-6” where the
Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor is attached.
ssh compute-0-6
cd PHI
./basic_offload

Effective Use of the Intel Compiler’s Offload Features

https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/effective-use-of-the-intel-compilers-offload-f
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Environment Variables

• Native mode
– export OMP NUM THREADS=240
– export KMP AFFINITY=[balanced|compact|scatter|none]
– export KMP PLACE THREADS=60C,4T,0O
• Offload mode
– export MIC OMP NUM THREADS=240
– export MIC KMP AFFINITY=[balanced|compact|scatter|none]
– export MIC KMP PLACE THREADS=60C,4T,0O
• Reports and MKL support
– export OFFLOAD REPORT=[0|1|2]
– export MKL MIC ENABLE=1
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